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SUMMARY

For nearly 150 years, it has been recognized that cell
shape strongly influences the orientation of the
mitotic cleavage plane (e.g., Hofmeister, 1863).
However, we still understand little about the complex
interplay between cell shape and cleavage-plane
orientation in epithelia, where polygonal cell geome-
tries emerge from multiple factors, including cell
packing, cell growth, and cell division itself. Here,
using mechanical simulations, we show that the
polygonal shapes of individual cells can systemati-
cally bias the long-axis orientations of their adjacent
mitotic neighbors. Strikingly, analyses of both animal
epithelia and plant epidermis confirm a robust and
nearly identical correlation between local cell
topology and cleavage-plane orientation in vivo.
Using simple mathematics, we show that this effect
derives from fundamental packing constraints. Our
results suggest that local epithelial topology is a key
determinant of cleavage-plane orientation, and that
cleavage-plane bias may be a widespread property
of polygonal cell sheets in plants and animals.

INTRODUCTION

The active control of the mitotic cleavage plane is crucial to

numerous processes, and the consequences of cleavage-plane

misorientation can be catastrophic, ranging from polycystic

kidney disease and organ malformation to tumorigenesis

(Baena-López et al., 2005; Fischer et al., 2006; Gong et al.,

2004; Quyn et al., 2010; Saburi et al., 2008). Although the control

of cleavage-plane orientation is usually understood from

a molecular viewpoint (Buschmann et al., 2006; Fernández-

Miñán et al., 2007; Johnston et al., 2009; Siller and Doe, 2009;

Speicher et al., 2008; Théry et al., 2005; Traas et al., 1995;

Vanstraelen et al., 2006; Walker et al., 2007; Wright et al.,

2009), more than a century of observations show that mitotic
cells in both plants and animals tend to divide orthogonal to their

geometric long axis as a default mechanism (Gray et al., 2004;

Hofmeister, 1863; O’Connell and Wang, 2000; Strauss et al.,

2006). In plants, the geometric location of the division plane

can be predicted by cytoskeletal structures (Kost and Chua,

2002; Palevitz, 1987; Pickett-Heaps and Northcote, 1966;

Sinnott and Bloch, 1940), and biophysical experiments suggest

that the cytoskeleton may be involved in the process of orienting

the division plane as dictated by cell geometry (Flanders et al.,

1990; Goodbody et al., 1991; Katsuta et al., 1990; Lloyd,

1991). Further, in animal cells, recent studies implicate the

geometry of cell-matrix adhesions as a key determinant of

cleavage-plane orientation (Théry et al., 2005, 2007). Cell geom-

etry is thus a critical determinant of cleavage-plane orientation,

at both the molecular and biophysical levels.

Whereas the regulation of mitotic cleavage-plane orientation

by geometric cues has been extensively probed in unicellular

systems, far less attention has been given to adherent epithelial

and epidermal layers. In this context, cell geometry does not

exist in isolation because cell shapes emerge from the combined

effects of growth, mitosis, and cellular packing. A priori, this

complex interplay of biological processes, and the diverse

genetic programs that have evolved to control them in plants

and animals, would appear to suggest a staggering range of

possible cell geometries within an epithelium. However, spatial

considerations impose powerful constraints on the shapes of

cells in monolayer sheets, from the distribution of polygonal

cell types (Rivier et al., 1995) to their neighbor correlations

(Peshkin et al., 1991) and relative sizes (Rivier and Lissowski,

1982). Indeed, empirical investigation confirms that many mono-

layer cell sheets across the plant and animal kingdoms converge

on a default equilibrium distribution of cellular shapes, with

approximately 45%hexagons, 25%pentagons, and 20%hepta-

gons (Gibson et al., 2006; Korn and Spalding, 1973; Lewis,

1928). Such clear conservation of cellular network architecture

raises the question as to whether conserved cellular division

mechanisms are responsible for generating such similar packing

arrangements of cells, as numerous studies have proposed

(Dubertret et al., 1998; Gibson et al., 2006; Korn and Spalding,

1973; Miri and Rivier, 2006; Patel et al., 2009). The strongest
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Figure 1. Local Epithelial Topology Is Predicted to Influence the Geometry of an Epithelial Cell

(A) A stereotypical simple columnar epithelium. Black spots represent nuclei.

(B) The Drosophila wing disc epithelium, with NRG-GFP (green) marking the septate junctions.

(B0) A planar network representation of (B).

(C) A model for finding the minimum energy configuration of cell packing, based on internal pressure and ideal springs.

(D–F) (Initial states, left) Initial conditions for the relaxation algorithm. Each case varies the topology of the marked cell. (Relaxed states, right) At equilibrium, cell

shape is specified by a balance between pressure and tension. The central cell’s shape is strongly influenced by the labeled cell’s topology.

See also Figure S1.
evidence to date that common mechanisms are used among

plants and animals to generate conserved packing relationships

can be found in the mitotic shift, wherein the distribution of

mitotic cell shapes is shifted by a single polygon class to have

a heptagonal mean, as opposed to a hexagonal mean as seen

in interphase cells.

Here, we use computational modeling, experimental observa-

tion, and mathematical analysis to report that, as a default

property, neighbor cell shape can strongly bias cleavage-plane

orientation in the monolayer cell sheets of both plants and

animals. Intriguingly, we show that this bias increases the struc-

tural regularity of an epithelium by increasing the frequency

of hexagons. Our analysis indicates that simultaneously,

cleavage-plane bias is also involved in specifying the mitotic

shift. The mechanism through which cleavage-plane bias

accomplishes these effects is differential side-gaining, whereby

dividing cells preferentially cleave their common interfaces with

subhexagonal cells such as quadrilaterals and avoid cleaving

their common interfaces with superhexagonal cells such as

octagons. Together, our results suggest a common emergent

mechanism in plants and animals for the control of tissue-level
428 Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
architecture by packing-mediated control of themitotic cleavage

plane.

RESULTS

The Shape of a Cell Is Predicted to Be Influenced
by Local Topology
In epithelia, the tissue-level architecture at the apical junctions is

a contiguous tiling of polygonal cell shapes (Figures 1A and 1B).

This pattern can be described as a simple planar network

wherein a cell’s number of neighbors (topology) is equivalent to

its polygon class (Figure 1B0). To investigate the effect of polyg-

onal cell packing on mitotic cell shape, and by extension,

cleavage-plane orientation, we tested whether a cell’s long

axis is systematically influenced by the polygon class of neigh-

boring cells.

To address this, we numerically solved for the minimal energy

configuration of a local cellular neighborhood (Prusinkiewicz and

Lindenmayer, 1990), defined to be a central mitotic cell (M) and

its first-order polygonal neighbors. Geometrically, cells were

idealized as polygonal prisms with constant height (Figure 1A).
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Figure 2. TheOrientation of a Cell’s Short Axis Is Predicted to Correlate with Its Quadrilateral and Pentagonal Neighbors and to Anticorrelate

with Heptagonal and Octagonal Neighbors

(A) Neighbor cell topology, N, influences the direction of the cellular long axis (solid line) and short axis (dashed line), based on an ellipse of best-fit (red). Second-

order and higher neighbors, which are uniformly hexagonal, are not shown. For N < 6, the short axis is oriented toward the N-sided cell N; for N > 6, it is oriented

perpendicular to N.

(B) The attraction of the short axis to quadrilateral cells (N = 4) is robust to heterogeneity in the local cell neighborhood.

(C) We computed the cleavage-plane index, or fraction of neighbors in each polygon class (black line) located adjacent to the central cell’s short axis (presumed

cleavage plane). Neighbor cells having N < 6 are significantly enriched in this position. Conversely, neighbors havingN > 6 are underrepresented. For comparison,

for a randomly oriented division plane, all N values occur with similar frequency (green), which is close to the null hypothesis of 2/7 (red). Error bars represent ±1

standard deviation (SD).

(D) We defined an acute angle, q, with respect to a cell’s short axis (dashed red line), as well as the neighbor topology in direction q (green cells).

(E) On average, neighbor topology (black) is an increasing function of acute angle q. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the sample mean topology in

direction q per cell (an average of the four positions on the cell cortex corresponding to the q, over 420 such cells).
For relaxation, cell mechanics were modeled in terms of

a balance between edge-length tensions, described using ideal

springs, and internal pressure, modeled as an ideal gas (Fig-

ure 1C). The central mitotic cell, M, was a heptagon, consistent

with the fact that the average mitotic cell is seven-sided in vivo

(Aegerter-Wilmsen et al., 2010; Gibson et al., 2006). Parameters

were chosen to be uniform for every cell, and initial conditions

were arbitrary (Figures 1D–1F). Given these choices, the effect

of local topology on the shape of the central cell was an emer-
gent property of the relaxed mechanical network at equilibrium

(Figures 1D–1F; Figure S1 available online; Extended Experi-

mental Procedures).

To analyze the impact of local topology on the long axis of M,

we replaced one neighbor hexagon with a single N-sided cell, N.

Strikingly, inserting any nonhexagonal neighbor induced a clear

long axis inM, with opposite orientation of the long axis for N < 6

versus N > 6 (Figures 1D–1F; Figure 2A). Specifically, the pres-

ence of quadrilateral or pentagonal neighbors induced a long
Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 429
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Figure 3. In Both Plants and Animals, a

Dividing Cell’s Cleavage Plane Correlates

with Its Quadrilateral and Pentagonal

Neighbors and Anticorrelates with Heptag-

onal and Octagonal Neighbors

(A) The Drosophilawing imaginal disc, stained with

anti-DLG to mark the junctions (green) and anti-

PH3 to mark chromatin (blue).

(B–D and B0–D0) Cell division proceeds in the plane

of the epithelium via a stereotyped division

process including interphase (I), mitosis (M), and

cytokinesis (C). Actin staining is shown in red.

(E) We can infer the topological complement of

neighbors, as well as the division orientation of

dividing cells, from cytokinetic figures. Junctions

are marked by an nrg-gfp protein trap (red).

(F and G) We examined >400 such figures and

sorted the neighbors by polygon class. The

neighbors on the division plane (red) are a subset

of the full complement of neighbors (green and

red).

(H) An overlay of the predicted mitotic cleavage-

plane bias based on our mechanical model (black),

with the biases computed from both Drosophila

wing disc epithelium (blue) and cucumber

epidermis (red). Each is compared with the topo-

logical null hypothesis (green). Note that here the

mechanical model (black) uses the empirically

derived local neighborhood topologies for direct

comparison with the Drosophila data (blue). Error

bars represent ±1 SD.

See also Figure S2 for further information.
axis parallel to the NM interface, whereas heptagons and octa-

gons induced a long axis orthogonal to interface NM. These

results suggest that in cell sheets, the orientation of a mitotic

cell’s longest axis can be strongly influenced by the polygon

class of a single neighboring cell. As a consequence of this

effect, neighbor cells with fewer sides (such as quadrilaterals

and pentagons) tend to lie along the shortest axis of M, which

is the location of the presumed cleavage plane.

To test whether this effect was robust under more realistic

conditions, we numerically relaxed heterogeneous local neigh-

borhoods that were stochastically generated from the known

polygonal cell shape distribution of the Drosophila mela-

nogaster wing epithelium (Figure 2B) (Aegerter-Wilmsen et al.,

2010; Gibson et al., 2006). Even under these conditions, more

than 70% of quadrilateral neighbors were positioned on the

central cell’s short axis, double the percentage expected by
430 Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
chance (Figure 2C). To quantify this rela-

tionship, we defined an acute angle, q,

with respect to the presumed cleavage

plane along the central cell’s short axis

(see Figure 2D). On average, as a function

of increasing q, the neighbor polygon

class in direction q increased monotoni-

cally (Figure 2E). Therefore, even in

a heterogeneous context, the topology

of a cellular neighborhood robustly and
systematically influenced the orientation of the long axis in

a central cell.

Cleavage-Plane Bias in the Drosophila Wing Disc
In both plants and animals, cells are thought to divide their long

axis by forming a cleavage plane along the short axis of the cell

(Hofmeister, 1863; Strauss et al., 2006). If a cell’s short axis

consistently bisects its cellular neighbors having the fewest

sides (Figure 2), then mitotic division planes should be dispro-

portionately biased toward quadrilaterals and pentagons

in vivo. To test this, we measured the correlation between

neighbor cell polygon class and cleavage-plane orientation in

the Drosophila wing imaginal disc (Figure 3A). Here, cell division

proceeds through a stereotyped process of cell rounding at the

apical epithelial surface (Figures 3B–3D) (Gibson et al., 2006). To

define the frequency with which different classes of polygonal



neighbors were bisected by the cleavage plane, we examined

420 cells at the cytokinetic stage, which is the most stable and

easily scored phase of mitosis (Figure 3E). For each case, we re-

corded the position of all primary neighboring polygons and

computed the frequency with which each polygon class occu-

pied the cleavage-plane position (Figures 3F and 3G).

If the orientation of cell division were random with respect to

local topology, approximately 28.6% of any given polygon class

would be expected to correlate with the cleavage plane (two

randomly chosen cells out of seven neighbors). However, in

the wing disc, we found that more than 50% of quadrilaterals

in the primary neighborhood occupied the division plane position

(Figure 3H; n = 46/83). Further, octagons were anticorrelated

with the division plane and occupied that position with less

than 10% probability (n = 6/77). As predicted by the mechanical

model, this cleavage-plane bias was monotone decreasing

across all polygon types. We conclude that in the Drosophila

wing disc, the polygonal topology of local neighborhoods

strongly influences cleavage-plane orientation in mitotic cells.

In order to test the assumption that Drosophila wing disc cells

actually divide their longest axis, we next performed time-lapse

analysis of proliferating Drosophila wing discs in ex vivo culture

(seeMovieS1; Experimental Procedures). For each of 198mitotic

cells (Figure 4A), we measured the geometric long-axis orienta-

tion during both interphase (Figure 4A0, far left) and cytokinesis

(Figure 4A0, far right). We found a strong tendency for cells to

follow a long-axis division mechanism, although with moderate

noise in the orientation (Figure 4B). This tendency to divide the

longest axis correlated with the interphase geometry (Figure 4B)

and increasedwith the cell’s interphase elongation ratio (the ratio

of the long axis to the short axis; Extended Experimental Proce-

dures). For example, for the 99 cells having an elongation ratio

below the median value of 1.68, the average deviation from

a long-axis division mechanism was about 33�; by contrast, for

the 99 cells having an elongation ratio above the median value,

the average deviation was about 21� (data not shown). This

dependence on the relative axis lengths suggests that these cells

might be able to adjust their spindle orientations to their newly

acquired shapes following mechanical strain, as has been previ-

ously reported in cell culture and in vertebrate embryonic cells

(Black and Vincent, 1988; Gray et al., 2004; O’Connell and

Wang, 2000; Strauss et al., 2006).

To test whether deviation from the long-axis division mecha-

nism could explain the discrepancy between our cleavage-plane

bias predictions and the empirical measurements, we incorpo-

rated the measured deviation into our original model (Figure 4C;

Extended Experimental Procedures). Interestingly, when the

measured deviation was incorporated, the mechanical predic-

tions were significantly improved (compare the red and black

curves in Figure 4C), closely matching the empirically measured

bias (Figure 4C, blue curve). Therefore, cleavage-plane bias is

likely to be robust to noise in the cleavage-plane mechanism

and may be present even when cell divisions do not perfectly

obey a long-axis division scheme.

Cleavage-Plane Bias in Plant Epidermis
Because our original predictions were mechanically motivated

(Figure 1 and Figure 2), and are expected to persist even when
there is moderate noise in the cleavage plane (Figure 4),

we reasoned that cleavage-plane bias should be equally likely

to appear in plant tissues. To test this, we used data from

F.T. Lewis’s classical study of cucumber epidermal cell

topology (Cucumis sativus) to compute the probability with

which an N-sided polygonal cell occupies the division plane

of a mitotic neighbor (Extended Experimental Procedures)

(Lewis, 1928). Remarkably, in Cucumis, the cleavage-plane

bias was almost indistinguishable from that measured in the

Drosophila wing disc (Figure 3H). We once again observed

strong enrichment for 4-sided cells along the cleavage planes

of mitotic cells, whereas 8-sided cells were underrepresented.

In order to verify our inferences from Lewis’s data (1928), we

also directly examined the relationship between local topology

and cellular long-axis orientation in the epidermis of Cucumis

(Figure S3A). From fixed samples of cucumber epidermis,

we studied a population of 501 epidermal cells having the

same polygonal distribution as the original population of 500

mitotic cells studied by Lewis (1928). Cells were selected in

a spatially constrained, impartial manner based solely on poly-

gon class (Extended Experimental Procedures). We next

tested whether a naive long-axis division rule was sufficient

to generate cleavage-plane bias in Cucumis. Based on an

ellipse of best fit to each cell’s geometry (Figure S3A;

Extended Experimental Procedures), we were able to repro-

duce not only the cleavage-plane enrichment observed in

Lewis’s original data (Figure S3C) but also the inferred

cleavage-plane bias (Figure S3D). Taken together, our results

suggest that cleavage-plane bias occurs in polygonal cell

sheets as an emergent effect of cell packing, independent of

species-specific considerations.

Cleavage-Plane Bias and the Topological Constraints
on Cell Geometry
The quantitative similarity of cleavage-plane bias in plants,

animals, and in silico suggests that the underlying mechanism

is geometric, rather than molecular. In fact, fundamental

geometric constraints imposed by the internal angles of neigh-

boring polygons are sufficient to explain this phenomenon. For

illustration, consider the comparison between a tiling of three

hexagons versus two hexagons and a square (Figures 5A and

5B). From elementary geometry, a square (N = 4) has internal

angles of 90�, whereas the internal angles of a hexagon (N = 6)

average 120� (for an N-sided polygon, average internal angles

are 180�(N�2)/N). In the context of a contiguous layer, the pres-

ence of 90� internal angles within the square forces the internal

angles of the adjacent hexagon to increase to 135� (Figure 5B).

Intuitively, this deformation results in elongation of these hexa-

gons parallel to the interface with the square, thus generating

a cellular long axis.

The constraints imposed by the internal angles of one cell

upon the long axis of its neighbor can be formalized for the arbi-

trary case of an N-sided cell, surrounded by N symmetric hexag-

onal neighbors (Figure 5C). Assume that a mitotic cell, M,

is situated vertically above cell N, resulting in a horizontal inter-

face NM of length L. In the simplest case, all side lengths,

including L, are equal and without loss of generality can be

set to one. Further, the internal angles aN and bM can be
Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 431
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Figure 4. Drosophila Wing Disc Cells Approximately Obey a Long-Axis Division Rule

(A) Time series analysis illustrates the process in which an interphase cell entering mitosis gradually dilates before reaching full rounding, and then subsequently

undergoes cytokinesis, in an orientation approximately predicted by its interphase long axis.

(A0) Drawings of the process described in the corresponding panels in (A), including themitotic cell and its immediate neighbors. The long axis of the ellipse of best

fit (red) is labeled with a solid line, whereas the dashed line (predicted cleavage plane) represents the short axis.

(B) The eventual orientation of the cleavage plane can be predicted based on the interphase long-axis orientation. The red line (zero deviation from long-axis

division) represents a perfect correlation between the interphase long axis and the long axis of the resulting cytokinetic figure. Blue bars show the number of cells

(represented by radial distance from the center) that divided with a particular angular deviation from the interphase long axis. On average, the deviation was

approximately 27.1 degrees. The data are represented by the first quadrant (0� to 90�), which is also displayed symmetrically in the other three quadrants (90� to
360�).
(C) The bias curve prediction that incorporates the measured deviation of 27� from the long axis (red) is significantly closer to the empirically measured cleavage-

plane bias (blue) than the naive long-axis prediction is (black). A Gaussian noise model with 27� standard deviation gives a similar result (data not shown). We

controlled for the influence of topological relationships by using the same local neighborhoods as were measured from the empirical data (blue).

Error bars represent ±1 SD. See also the Extended Experimental Procedures and Figure S3, which suggests that a long-axis mechanism may also operate in

Cucumis.
computed as a function of N. Using simple trigonometry and

exploiting the symmetric configuration of neighbors, we can

solve for the ratio of the horizontal axis, dm, to the vertical axis,

hm, for the ellipse of best fit to cellM (Figure 5C; Extended Exper-

imental Procedures):
432 Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
dm

hm

zsec
�p
N

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sin

�p
N

��
1+ sin

�p
N

��r
(1)
In this framework, the direction of M’s short axis (presumed

cleavage plane) is described by the ratio dm:hm, which the above
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(A) Hexagons pack at 120� angles.
(B) A four-sided cell distorts the internal angles of the surrounding hexagons, inducing a long axis.

(C) A geometrical argument for division-plane bias. The N-sided neighbor cell influences the ratio of the horizontal axis, dm, to the vertical axis, hm, in theM-cell.

When dm:hm > 1, the N-cell is in the predicted cleavage-plane position for the M-cell.

(D) A plot of the ratio dm:hm for different values of N and L. Above the gray line, the N-cell is in theM-cell’s predicted division plane; the opposite is true below the

gray line.

(E and F) Both N and L influence the direction of the long axis in the M-cell. (E) The value of N influences the direction of the long axis in the M-cell (top cell) for

constant L. (F) The long axis of the M-cell is influenced by the side length, L, for a constant N value.

See also Figure S4.
equation shows is determined by the N value (Figure 5D).

Geometrically, the ratio dm:hm varies with N because the length

dm decreases for N > 6 and increases for N < 6 (Figure 5E).

Consequently, when N > 6 (dm:hm < 1), dm forms the short axis

parallel to interface NM. Conversely, if N < 6 (dm:hm > 1), then

hm forms the short axis, or presumed cleavage plane, in the

direction of N, perpendicular to the interface NM.

Cleavage-Plane Bias Is Predicted to Be Robust to Side
Length and Cell Size Differences
Intuitively, differential side lengths of N-sided neighbors would

also affect the short-axis orientation ofM (Figure 5F). To analyze

the relative contributions of angular constraints versus side

lengths, consider the more realistic case when the edge lengths

are nonuniform (Ls1). Here, dm:hm depends on both N and L

(Figure 5D and Extended Experimental Procedures):

dm

hm

zsec
�p
N

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sin

�p
N

��
L+ sin

�p
N

��r
(2)
For the simplifiedcasewhenL=1, thedirectionof the short axis

undergoes a 90� rotation (between horizontal and vertical) when

dm:hm passes through the value 1, which corresponds to N = 6

(red line, Figure 5D). Changing the value of L changes the length

dm (Figure 5F) and thus alters the N value at which this transition

occurs (black lines, Figure 5D). The long-axis orientation of M is

thus determined by the interplay between the polygon class and

apposed side length of each neighbor, N. In the Drosophila wing

disc, the value of L fluctuates by about 40%on average (Table 1).

Equation (2)predicts that a40%deviation inLvaluewouldchange

the point of rotation by only a single N value, suggesting that

cleavage-plane bias should be noisy yet reproducible.

Supporting this analysis, cell size has a surprisingly weak influ-

ence compared to polygon class in our mechanical simulations

(Figure S4). Consistent with our simulations, based on live-

imaging analysis of local neighborhoods surrounding dividing

cells in the Drosophila wing disc epithelium, there was no

discernable difference in average area for cells occupying

the cleavage-plane position (Figure S4D). We conclude that
Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 433



Table 1. The Effective L Value Changes by Approximately 40% in

Wild-Type Drosophila Tissues

N Cell

Polygon

Class

Average

Effective

L Value

Standard

Deviation in

Effective L Value

Sample Size(Hexagonal

Interfaces with N Cells)

4 1.2504 .4165 22 interfaces

5 1.1158 .4141 231 interfaces

6 1.0580 .4053 487 interfaces

7 .9237 .4081 341 interfaces

8 .9620 .5405 46 interfaces

For each value of N (column 1), the average effective L value has been

computed (column 2), as well as the sample standard deviation (column

3), using empirically extracted cellular networks from theDrosophilawing

imaginal disc (Extended Experimental Procedures). The sample size for

each calculation is given in column 4. The effective L value, computed

for hexagonal cells, is the average value of an edge shared with an N-

sided neighbor, divided by the average length of the remaining 5 edges.
internal angle constraints linked to the polygon class of neigh-

boring cells are likely the dominant cause of cleavage-plane

bias, with a lesser contribution from the effects of differential

side lengths.

Cleavage-Plane Bias Is Predicted to Alter Global Tissue
Topology
Numerous recent studies have used mathematical or computa-

tional approaches to understand the equilibrium topology of

proliferating epithelia (Aegerter-Wilmsen et al., 2010; Cowan

and Morris, 1988; Dubertret et al., 1998; Dubertret and Rivier,

1997; Gibson et al., 2006; Korn and Spalding, 1973; Miri and

Rivier, 2006; Patel et al., 2009). Intuitively, cleavage-plane bias

must alter the topology of a cell sheet because it modulates the

ratesatwhichspecificpolygonclassesgain sidesdue toneighbor

cell mitoses. We therefore investigated the implications of

cleavage-plane bias for the distribution of polygonal cell shapes.

We used two distinct computational simulations informed by the

empirical division parameters (Figures S2A–S2C) tomodel global

topology with and without cleavage-plane bias (Figure 6, Fig-

ure S5, and Figure S6). For both simulation types, the cleavage-

plane bias values approximated those measured empirically

(Figure S5F and Figure S6H). Both an abstract, topological simu-

lator using a Monte-Carlo framework based on topological

weights (Figure 6A) (Patel et al., 2009) and a mechanical model

of tissue growth based on long-axis divisions (Figure 6D) (Brod-

land and Veldhuis, 2002) confirmed that cleavage-plane bias

affects the frequency of hexagonal cells (Figures 6B and 6E).

Moreover, the distribution of mitotic polygonal cells was severely

disrupted in the absence of bias, resulting in decreased frequen-

cies of heptagons and increased frequencies of octagons and

nonagons (Figures 6C and 6F). Taken together, these results

suggest that cleavage-plane bias is required to achieve the

normal equilibrium distribution of cell shapes.

DISCUSSION

The results presented here raise several important questions.

First, although our analysis provides a geometrical rationale
434 Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
for cleavage-plane bias based on interphase polygon topology

(Figure 5), we still cannot rule out the simultaneous action

of molecular cues at the cell cortex. In metazoans, epithelial

cells often undergo mitosis-induced deformation prior to

cleavage (Figures 3C and 3C0; Figures 4A and 4A0) (Gibson

et al., 2006; Théry and Bornens, 2008), and our live-imaging

results from Drosophila strongly suggest that a cellular long

axis present in interphase can inform spindle orientation

during mitosis (Figure 4). One intriguing possibility is that

the interphase distribution of cell-cell contacts determines

the localization of cortical cues important for spindle align-

ment, as has been previously reported (Théry et al., 2005,

2007).

For plant cells, by contrast, our results indicate that local cell

packing influences, either directly or indirectly, the placement

of the phragmosome and/or pre-prophase band (Pickett-Heaps

and Northcote, 1966; Sinnott and Bloch, 1940). There are

multiple ways in which this might be accomplished, potentially

including stress- or strain-sensing mechanisms (Hamant et al.,

2008; Lintilhac and Vesecky, 1984; Lynch and Lintilhac, 1997)

or, more simply, based on cytoskeletal mechanisms that are

able to sense cell shape (Flanders et al., 1990; Goodbody

et al., 1991; Katsuta et al., 1990). To conclude, in addition to

our purely geometrical interpretation, our results are also consis-

tent with a hypothesis that both in animals and in plants, local

epithelial topology may coordinately specify both the cellular

long axis and the distribution of cortical determinants of the

eventual cleavage plane.

A second important question concerns the broader implica-

tions of cleavage-plane bias for the emergence of cell shape.

Previous studies of proliferating cell sheets in Drosophila and

in Cucumis have shown that the distribution of mitotic cell

shapes is shifted to have a heptagonal mean, as opposed to

the hexagonal mean observed in the population of cells overall

(Aegerter-Wilmsen et al., 2010; Gibson et al., 2006; Lewis,

1928). Our simulations (Figures 6A and 6D) suggest that the

mitotic cell distribution is disrupted in the absence of

cleavage-plane bias (Figures 6C and 6F), which is consistent

with the view that in both Drosophila and Cucumis, interphase

cells passively gain additional sides as a consequence of

neighbor cell divisions. This interpretation contrasts with the

idea that the mitotic shift solely reflects modulation of the cell

cycle by topology-dependent mechanical stress (Aegerter-

Wilmsen et al., 2010). Moreover, cleavage-plane bias is actually

expected to synergize with the mitotic shift. By enriching for

superhexagonal cells in the mitotic cell population, which are

entropically favored to neighbor subhexagonal cells (Peshkin

et al., 1991), the mitotic shift intuitively must amplify the effects

of cleavage-plane bias.

In summary, by varying the orientation of cell division based on

neighbor cell geometry, cells and tissues are able to achieve

increased geometric regularity via a dynamic, topology-medi-

ated feedback and control system. Precisely how the default

geometric forces that bias cleavage-plane orientation interact

with other mechanisms of division-plane control (Baena-López

et al., 2005; Gong et al., 2004; Li et al., 2009; Ségalen et al.,

2010; Siller et al., 2006; Willemsen et al., 2008) should be an

important avenue for future research.
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Figure 6. Cleavage-Plane Bias Participates in Cell Shape Emergence and Is Required for Normal Cell Packing

(A) The topological simulator does not model cellular mechanics but does explicitly keep track of topological neighbor relationships. Based on topological

weights, the division likelihood, division symmetry, and cleavage-plane bias are approximately matched to empirically measured statistics in a Monte-Carlo

framework (see Figures S2A–S2C).

(B) Hexagonal frequency declines by approximately 4% in the absence of bias. Arrows highlight this difference.

(C) The distribution of mitotic cells shows pronounced alterations in the absence of bias. Arrows highlight the differences.

(D) The finite element simulator models cellular mechanics, division, and rearrangement. The simulator captures mechanics in terms of a net, interfacial tension,

which is modeled using rod-like finite elements. Division likelihoods are informed by the empirically measured values (Figure S2A). Cleavage-plane bias

approximates the empirical values and is achieved using long-axis divisions. For finite element simulations incorporating cellular rearrangements (T1 transitions),

see Figure S6.

(E) In the absence of bias, hexagonal frequency declines by about 4% (compare with panel B).

(F) The distribution of mitotic cells again shows pronounced alterations (compare with panel C).

Error bars in (B), (C), (E), and (F) represent ±1 SD. See also Figure S5 and Figure S6.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Fly Strains

To visualize the septate junctions, we used a neuroglian-gfp exon trap line,

which was described in a previous study (nrg-gfp; Morin et al., 2001). To visu-

alize the chromosomes in parallel, we generated a stock also carrying

a Histone-H2 RFP marker (Schuh et al., 2007; Bloomington stock 23650).

Wing Disc Sample Preparation and Imaging

Wing discs were dissected from wandering 3rd instar larvae in Ringers’ solu-

tion, fixed in 4%paraformaldehyde in PBS, andmounted in 70%glycerol/PBS.

For live imaging, discs were carefully dissected and placed in a 50:50 mixture

of Ringer’s solution (130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2) and a second
solution (adapted from Aldaz et al., 2010), consisting of 2% FBS (GIBCO)

and 0.5% Pen/Strep (GIBCO; 5000 units/ml penicillin; 5000 mg/ml strepto-

mycin) in Shields and SangM3 Insect media (Sigma). Live discs were mounted

between two pieces of Scotch double-sided tape (3M). Air bubbles were

added to the medium using an insulin syringe (BD Ultra-fine with a 30-gauge

needle) to potentiate gas exchange. Wing discs were maintained in culture

for up to 4 hr and imaged at intervals of 15–30 s. All samples, live and fixed,

were imaged on a Leica SP5 or Leica SP2 confocal microscope with a 633

glycerol or oil objective.

Cucumis Sample Preparation and Imaging

Epidermis was collected from freshly gathered cucumbers approximately

10 cm in length and 2 cm in diameter (Red Ridge Farm, Odessa, MO, USA).
Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 435



Epidermis was peeled in thin layers and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde

in 50 mM KPO4, 5.0 mM EDTA, and 0.2% Tween20 (pH 7) for at least 2 hr at

room temperature (adapted from Gallagher and Smith, 1999). Tissue pieces

were then washed 2–5 times in dH2O and incubated in 5 mg/ml Calcofluor

White (Sigma) in PBS for at least 10 min before imaging. Images were

collected using a Zeiss LSM 510Meta with a 203 Plan-Apochromat objective,

NA 0.8.

Error Bars

Unless otherwise specified, error bars refer to a single standard deviation. For

the case of ratio distributions, we have reported an average value of the stan-

dard deviation. This was computed as follows: the data were randomized and

broken into three subsamples of equal size in order to compute an average

value for the standard deviation, based on 1000 random shuffles of the data.

Annotation of Drosophila Wing Disc Cytokinetic Figures in Fixed

Preparations

A total of 420 cytokinetic figures and their 2946 cellular neighbors were scored

by hand, in multiple focal planes to ensure accuracy of topological counts. Out

of the 2946 neighbors, 840, or exactly two per cytokinetic figure, were desig-

nated as being in the division-plane position. Cells were interpreted to be in the

division-plane position when they occupied the majority of the cytokinetic

furrow. Due to the ambiguity of division ordering, cytokinetic figures adjacent

to other cytokinetic figures were not considered for analysis.

Annotation of Fixed Drosophila Wing Disc Epithelial Cell Sheets

Images of contiguous epithelial regions from Drosophila wing disc epithelia

were annotated by hand using Microsoft Powerpoint. We used custom-built

software to digitize the annotations for analysis in MATLAB. A total of three

such cell sheets, containing 254, 195, and 233 cells, respectively, were

analyzed to compute the effective L value (Figure 5C; Table 1), which is

described in the text. See the Extended Experimental Procedures for addi-

tional details.

Live-Imaging Analysis of Mitosis in the Drosophila Wing Disc

From live movies, a total of 198mitotic cells in theDrosophilawing disc epithe-

lium were analyzed by hand using ImageJ. With the exception of cells located

on compartment boundaries, every scoreable cell on the epithelium was used.

To control for possible mechanical influences due to neighboring divisions, we

did not consider dividing cells neighboring each other to be scoreable if they

rounded up at the same time. Interphase geometry measurements were based

on the earliest available time point (the first movie frame), except in rare cases

when epithelial morphology obscured the cell in question, in which case

a slightly later time point was used. The long-axis orientation of each cell was

computed using ImageJ, including curvature, based on manual input from

the Polygon Selections tool. The identical procedure was used for each cell

at later stages, including the eventual cytokinetic figure (see Figure 4A0 for an
illustration). See the Extended Experimental Procedures for additional details.

Analysis of Cucumis Epidermal Cell Sheets

Images of contiguous regions of Cucumis epidermis were annotated by hand

using ImageJ. Cell geometry was outlined using the Polygon Selections tool,

with one node placed per tri-cellular junction, except in cases of very curved

cellular edges, in which additional nodes were used to increase annotation

accuracy. To visualize the ellipse of best fit to cell geometry, we used

a custom-made ImageJ macro. See the Extended Experimental Procedures

for additional information.

Algorithm for Computing theMinimal Energy Configuration for Local

Cellular Neighborhoods

We used a mechanical relaxation algorithm for cellular networks that has been

previously described (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990). For relaxation

(Figure 1), cellular networks were modeled in terms of a balance between

edge length tensions (described using ideal springs) and internal pressure (Fig-

ure S1). Relaxation was implemented in terms of a system of ordinary differen-

tial equations that were solved numerically using the ODE45 solver in MATLAB
436 Cell 144, 427–438, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
(Mathworks). See the Extended Experimental Procedures for additional

information.

Topological Simulations of Proliferation

Proliferation was simulated in terms of a network containing exclusively tri-

cellular nodes, with wrapping boundary conditions. All division parameters,

including division likelihoods of polygonal cells, the statistical partitioning of

mother cell nodes, and the likelihoods of orienting the division plane in the

direction of specific polygonal neighbor cell types, are matched to the empir-

ically measured statistics for the Drosophila wing disc (see Figures S2A–S2C).

The algorithmic details are described in the Extended Experimental

Procedures.

Finite Element Models of Proliferating Cell Sheets

The FEM simulations (Brodland and Veldhuis, 2002; Chen and Brodland, 2000)

model apical contractility, cell-cell adhesion, and all other forces along the

cellular edge lengths in terms of a net, interfacial tension, g, which is generated

by rod-like finite elements. Proliferation is modeled in terms of long-axis divi-

sions. Cell-cell rearrangements (T1 transitions) are permitted when cellular

edge lengths shrink below a threshold value. See Figure S6 for a comparison

between simulations in which T1 transitions are active, versus those for which

they are inactive. Additional details are described in the Extended Experi-

mental Procedures.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, six

figures, and one movie and can be found with this article online at doi:

10.1016/j.cell.2010.12.035.
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